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Preliminary activities should be carried on the proposed site of the new oxygen generator plants prior to commissioning.  
These activities include the site evaluation and preparation (e.g. assessment of readiness in terms of human resources, electrical power supply and infrastructure),  

the delineation of long-term service agreement requirements, associated financial requirements, and the capability and security to do so. 

Site evaluation should be carried out as soon as the decision for procurement has been taken, and  
carried out by personnel with knowledge of the comprehensive technical solution anticipated.

Site information

Country: City: Facility:

Ambient conditions

Highest monthly average temperature: ........................................ °C Altitude (metres above sea level):  ..................................................  m Highest monthly average humidity:  ................................. %

General information New oxygen system configuration (check all that apply) Remarks Notes

Indicate the configuration of the new system that will be installed in 
the site:

¨ Single   ¨ Duplex  ¨ Multiplex

¨ Booster + filling ramp   

¨ Piping  ¨ Distribution ramp

¨ Cylinders

 Specify the composition  
of the unit (e.g. 2 PSA +  
2 booster + 1 filling ramp +  
200 cylinders)

¨ Skid-mounted   ¨ Containerized  ¨ Built onsite

Specify system dimensions [m]:

   .........................................................................................  (W x L x H)

Web annex B. Site evaluation for 
oxygen generator plants
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Security and environment Remarks Notes

Is the site selected to install the oxygen generator plant located 
inside or outside of a health care facility?

¨ INSIDE       ¨ OUTSIDE  For example, indicate, 
if it is intended to have 
an oxygen hub in an 
independent building.

Has the security been assessed (example: UNDSS cleared if 
applicable)?

¨ YES             ¨ NO   

Have considerations with regard to the security, insurance, 
transportation fees, or other been taken into account from the 
delivery port up to the final destination of the plant?

¨ YES             ¨ NO   

Is the site selected for plant installation close to a source of polluted 
air (e.g. traffic jam, other industry)?

¨ YES             ¨ NO   

Is the site selected for plant installation respecting minimum 
distance to inflammable sources (e.g. fuel tank, storage of 
inflammable material, waste area etc.)?

¨ YES             ¨ NO   

Current oxygen system: including sources, storage and distribution Remarks Notes

Is there any onsite oxygen source system (i.e. liquid oxygen storage, 
oxygen generator plant or distribution ramp for high-pressure 
cylinders)?

¨ YES       ¨ NO 
 
Specify:  .................................................................................................

  

Is this new plant will be interconnected with the other onsite oxygen 
source, or it will work independently (i.e. if it is connected to a 
separate distribution system, to a different energy source)

¨ Interconnected       ¨ Independently 

Specify:  ................................................................................................. 

  

If it will be interconnected, is there an existing automatic switchover 
(manifold) that is functional and properly maintained?

¨ YES       ¨ NO 
 
Specify:  ................................................................................................. 

  

Is there a distribution ramp for high-pressure cylinder in the 
hospital? If yes, please indicate the distance from the selected 
production site and the conditions of the pathway (e.g. paved road, 
elevation)?

¨ YES             ¨ NO

   .....................................   [m] (approx.)

Condition of the pathway: 

¨ GOOD    ¨ TO BE MAINTAINED 

¨ TO BE RENOVATED   ¨ TO BE BUILT

 Assess the functional status 
of the distribution ramp 
(e.g., does it have flexible 
pigtails and hoses to 
connect the high-pressure 
cylinders?)
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If there is an existing MGPS in the hospital, what is the distance to the 
new selected plant site?   .......................................  [m] (approx.)

 The distance from the plant 
site to the connection point 
with the piped network 
should be no greater than  
10 m.  If greater, consult 
the manufacturer.

Facility/housing of plant Remarks Notes

Is there already a dedicated housing for the new system? ¨ YES   ¨ NO 
 
Specify site dimensions:  

  .....................................  [m] (W x L x H)

 Consider a space for the 
plant, filling manifold, 
cylinders storage and the 
ability to separate cylinders 
– full and empty. 
Also, consider safety 
distance from exposure as 
per applicable regulatory 
requirements.

For an existing housing Remarks Notes

Is the housing located in a floodable or seismic area? ¨ YES   ¨ NO   

How many existing concrete walls are there?  
Also specify how many party walls there are (whatever the room on 
the other side is used for)?

Number of walls:  .................................. 

Number of party walls:  ........................

  

What material is used for the ceiling?   Certain materials will 
absorb heat, therefore 
increasing the temperature 
inside the room.

Is the intake air far enough from known contaminants? ¨ YES   ¨ NO 

Specify the distance from the air intake to the  
nearest contaminant source:  ........................................ [m] (approx.)

 Verify if the intake air is 
distant from exhaust gas 
coming from combustion 
engines or ventilation 
systems.

Is the intake air protected from insect entry and precipitation? ¨ YES   ¨ NO  Verify if there is a mosquito 
mesh, roofing or any other 
element to protect the 
intake air opening, without 
compromising air flow.
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Is the air intake free from “blockage” (e.g. debris)? ¨ YES   ¨ NO   

Is the housing well-ventilated, but environmental conditions 
(temperature and humidity) are controlled?

¨ YES   ¨ NO  The air ventilation should 
be minimum of  
6 volume change/hr.

The temperature of the 
area should be between 
5–30 °C, and the relative 
humidity between 15–95%.

Specify: 

¨  Natural ventilation:  

Number of openings :  .................................................................... 

opening dimension  ....................................................  [cm] W x H

opening dimension  ....................................................  [cm] W x H

opening dimension  ....................................................  [cm] W x H

opening dimension  ....................................................  [cm] W x H

¨  Mechanical ventilation: 

Number of fans:  .............................

fans diameter ........................  [cm]

fans diameter ........................  [cm]

¨  Air conditioning (AC):  

Number of AC:  ...............................

capacity  ................................. BTU

capacity  ................................. BTU

Does the housing have appropriate climate monitoring d 
evices to maintain the necessary environmental conditions,  
e.g. thermometer, hygrometer, loggers?

¨ YES     ¨ NO  The temperature of the 
area should be between 
5–30 °C, and the relative 
humidity between 15–95%.

What is the distance from the housing to the nearest ward  
to avoid noise?   .......................................  [m] (approx.)

  

Can the access to the housing be controlled to authorized  
personnel only?

¨ YES    ¨ NO   

What are the dimensions of the entrance doors to allow free 
movement of plant components?   .............................. [m] W x H (approx.)

 Consider the dimensions 
provided by the vendor.
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Are the walls finish made of washable material ? (i.e. water resistant 
paint or tiles)

¨ YES   ¨ NO   

Is there some space available for cylinder storage (including full and 
empty segregation)?

¨ YES   ¨ NO

Specify site dimensions: 

  .....................................  [m] (W x L x H)

 Consider the current 
number of cylinders plus 
the addition of new system 
cylinders.

If not all the conditions mentioned above can be fulfilled for the existing housing, proceed to resolve the issues. 
If a new housing is to be considered for the project, start the land/space acquisition process considering the above key issues.

Electrical supply Remarks Notes

What will be the primary power supply for the plant(s)? ¨ Electrical grid 

¨ Diesel generator

¨ Solar power station

¨ Hybrid. Specify: ..............................................................................

 If solar power station, 
ensure that there are 
adequate arrays of solar 
panels and enough battery 
cells to meet the plant’s 
significant demands.

Characteristics of the power supply available for the plant (Electrical 
grid and/or diesel generator):   ...................... VAC   ....................Hz

¨ Single phase  

¨ 3 phase

  

What will be the secondary power supply for the plant(s)? ¨  Electrical grid 

¨  Diesel generator

¨  Solar power station

¨  Hybrid.  Specify:  ............................................................................

 If solar power station, 
ensure that there are 
adequate arrays of solar 
panels and enough battery 
cells to meet the plant’s 
significant demands.

Characteristics of the power supply available for the plant (electrical 
grid and/or diesel generator):   .......................VAC   .................... Hz

¨  Single phase  

¨  3 phase

  

If the primary source will be electrical grid, is there a functional 
transformer available? 

¨ YES   ¨ NO

Specify the power: 

  ....................................................... kVA

or

  ........................................................ kW

 If not, consider to perform 
a full assessment of 
the electrical grid by a 
electrician specialist.
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If the primary source will be electrical grid, is there a dedicated 
circuit from the nearest distribution panel? Capacity of the circuit breaker:  ......................................................... A

Distance to the housing or installation site:  ................. [m] (approx.)

  

If the primary source will be the diesel generator, has the capacity 
been assessed for the new load of the all components of the oxygen 
system?

¨ YES   ¨ NO  If not, consider to do so in 
order to take the decision 
of procuring a new diesel 
generator.

If the power supply will come from an existing diesel generator, 
specify the distance between it and the oxygen system’s housing:

  ......................................  [m] (approx.)

  

Is there any mean of electrical protector? ¨ Voltage limiter        ¨ Stabilizer        ¨ UPS  “Stabilizer” is also know 
as “voltage regulator” or 
“AVR”.

If the existing power supply cannot fulfil the requirements for the new system, or if the acquisition of a new diesel generator is already under consideration for the project, a procurement 
process should be triggered as soon as possible, in order to have the electrical supply (source and cables) ready for installation of the system.

Other requirements Remarks Notes

Are there trained human resources available (minimum two 
operators per shift of 8 hours)?

¨ YES     ¨ NO               

 Qty: .......................................................................................................

  

Are there enough ancillary devices to cover the current use of 
cylinders?

¨ YES     ¨ NO 
 
Specify:
¨ Pressure regulators   Qty: ........................................................

¨ Flowmeters   Qty: ........................................................

¨ Humidifiers   Qty: ........................................................

  

Are there enough trolleys for safe transfer of cylinders inside the 
health care facility?

¨ YES      ¨ NO             

 Qty: .....................................................................................................
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Are there dedicated trucks to transfer cylinders offsite (e.g. to other 
health care facilities)?

¨ YES     ¨ NO
 
Qty:  ..........................................  Trucks’ payload: ................................

 If applicable to the project.

Are there drivers for the trucks to transfer cylinders offsite (e.g. to 
other health care facilities)?

¨ YES     ¨ NO 

 Qty:  .......................................................................................................   

 If applicable to the project.


